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of the man you’ve become.
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Preface

T

he following stories cover more than twenty-five years of
my professional life in the motion picture industry. This
book, filled with my Hollywood life experiences, shares with
the reader a glorious journey with many fond memories. The
reader will explore the “behind the seams” excitement and personal stories, which include memorable interactions with many
famous film and television actors.
When you work as costumer or wardrobe assistant, you are
mainly involved in many wardrobe fittings for background artists and work very busy days on the set with these artists, keeping them neat and camera-ready.
Once you become the costume supervisor, you do the shopping, fittings, and budgets, and are responsible in making sure
that all costumes are ready for filming each scheduled day.
Human memory comes from many sources. Some are fuzzy.
Others are disorderly, selective, or short. Thanks to the many
photos I have saved that are included in my book, I can relive
these exciting times with the reader.
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Introduction

The Beginning

I

was born September 2, 1944, in Birmingham, Alabama.
My proud parents were Mae and Jim Tyler. My mom was a
homemaker: washing, ironing, cooking delicious healthy meals,
and caring for a family of eight. She was always up early to get
Daddy off to work, and the house was always kept in tip-top
shape. Clean was an understatement. Her girls always reflected
this cleanliness, too. She was a very religious person and was
at her church almost every time the doors opened. She was
angel-like in her manner, never speaking ill of others and always
abiding by “The Golden Rule.” She was only fifteen years old
when she married and was a mother of five daughters by the
age of twenty-three. Another daughter would follow almost five
years later. She grew up with her girls, but they always adored
her and obeyed her every request. She was young, but she was
mighty. She provided love and guidance to her group and was
loved, honored, and respected by all she knew and met. She was
known as “Mama” to the grandchildren, and she doted on them
as grandmothers tend to do.
My dad was the breadwinner, working as a foreman on road
construction throughout the Birmingham area for more than
fifty years. He labored to provide for “his seven women,” as
he often referred to us. We never heard him complain one time
about working, and it was very physical early on in his career.
He was the most loving, “hugging” man that ever lived. When
he met anyone, new or old, they were always greeted with a
great big hug. These traits were passed down to his girls, and we
are all a very huggy, touchy-feely bunch.
xiii
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He was known by several different names as the years passed
and grandchildren entered the picture. He adored the “grands,”
as he called them. Papa, as they called him, taught the boys how
to fish, play poker, and operate big road equipment as well as
teaching them the naughtiness that goes with being a boy. When
the grandsons get together now, they are not together more than
five minutes without one of them saying “Papa said . . .” and it
always being followed by a funny, mostly off-color saying that
he had originated. These sayings are known in the family as
“Papa-isms,” and the list could fill a book. The granddaughters,
and all women and girls, were simply called “Precious” by their
dear Papa, and he truly adored them all.
My family was blessed to have both parents live into their
eighties before passing on. They were just shy of sixty-five
years of marriage when our dad passed.
My sisters are the absolute greatest. From oldest to youngest they are Eunice, Raba, Jimmie Faye (deceased), Kaye, and
Brenda. I am the second youngest, older only than Brenda.
Eunice was always the glamour queen, Raba was always Papa’s
favorite, and Jimmie Faye was the funny one. She could remember every joke that was told to her, and she made sure to pass
them on (especially the dirty ones). Kaye and I were always
together, even throughout high school, and we always enjoyed
the same things such as boys (surprise, surprise), dancing,
sock-hops, and all the fun stuff that rock ‘n’ roll would provide.
Brenda (the baby) was known as “Butch” for much of her life,
because our dad just knew he was finally going to get that
boy. She was definitely a daddy’s girl, clinging to him at every
chance. He even took her to his office, where the guys knew
her as Butch, and when she graduated high school and sent out
the announcements (signed Brenda), they asked “Which one is
Brenda?” They only knew “Butch.”
I was the fifth in line of the clan of the six girls. Growing
up fifth in line was not always the best place to be. You were
neither the oldest nor the youngest. When you add being a fiery
redhead with a “zillion” freckles and a big space between those
xiv
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new front teeth, the feeling of being left out and being “the Ugly
Duckling” just came naturally.
There was a saving grace in the dilemma of my life. He was
my uncle Phillip, my mother’s brother. Uncle Phillip always
treated me as if I was very special. He made me feel this way
by calling me “Hollywood” or his “Little Rita Hayworth.” He
was in the US Army, and Rita Hayworth was the pinup queen
of choice for him. Little did anyone know at that time that those
precious names would come to play a special part in my life.
The photo of Rita Hayworth on the following page was a gift
to me from another costumer so I could give it to my dear Uncle
Phillip. However, it is very sad to say that he passed away before
I could get it to him. It is still one of my prized photos.
Time came and went, with the school years in the Birmingham area. I graduated from West End High School, and then it
was off to get a job. College was not an option because being
one of six didn’t offer that luxury. I met my husband, Gary, at
church, and then later was blessed with our son, Gary Philip
Donley. Yes, he was named after his dad and my uncle Phillip. I
didn’t realize at the time that he spelled his name with two “L’s,”
so I used the biblical spelling with only one.
As the years passed, Gary and I drifted apart and then were
divorced. Young little Philip and I remained in our home in Centerpoint, Alabama.
I was trying to get on with my life and was about to make
a big change. I was out with friends on a Saturday night at a
nightclub in Birmingham (I can’t even remember the name), and
we were having a great time drinking and dancing.
Then a woman came to our table and said, “You look like
you are having a great time.”
Of course, one of us replied, “You can tell.”
Then another remarked, “It shows?”
She then asked if we would like to have this same kind of
fun working in a movie. It just so happened that they were shooting a film called Stay Hungry with Sally Fields, Jeff Bridges,
and Arnold Schwarzenegger right there in Birmingham. Well,
xv
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of course the entire group said yes, that we would love to, if we
could take off from our regular jobs.
Fortunately for me, I had really great bosses (Hugh and
Walt), and I was allowed to take off the three days requested to
be an extra in a nightclub (wow, that was a stretch). This was the
beginning . . .
During these three days, I met Tony, the Italian costumer. He
was a very cute Italian from Cicero, Illinois, twenty years my
senior, full of life, with pep in his step. He had been a motion
picture costumer for many years. He and his buddies were
always laughing and having a great time, and Tony was always
calling everyone “Strunz.” It just so happened that the redhead
(yep, me) knew what it meant and snickered when he was passing by our group.
He stopped and asked, “What’s the redhead laughing about?”
I said, “You shouldn’t call everyone that. Someone might
know what you are saying.”
He then replied, “No way a redhead from Alabama knows
what a strunz is.”
My comeback reply was, “It means ‘Little Shit,’” which is
an affectionate term that just sounds a bit off.
This is how we met and became inseparable for the next
couple of months, while the filming went on.
We made many friends from the production and spent many
weekends with Cameraman Louis, his aunt Rose, and his girlfriend Diane. We were either enjoying the rodeo that was in
town, playing tennis on weekends, or taking trips to Florida and
having a ball. I had never played tennis with “mixed doubles,”
and the group was always saying “You take Red.” Red did
okay; she held her own. “Red” is the nickname Tony attached
to me, and I adored it. No one had ever called me that before,
and I thought it was very special. The group trip to Florida was
special too, because we all loved country music and on the ride
down there, the music was Merle Haggard’s “Silver Wings” and
Mel Tillis. We listened to hours of these two country artists’
music, over and over and over. I knew all the words of the songs
by the time we arrived.
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The movie had wrapped and Tony had to return to Hollywood, and it was a very sad time. Of all things, the song on the
radio going to the airport was (you guessed it) “Silver Wings”
by Merle Haggard (a real tear jerker). Yes, I guess it was love at
first sight, because we were both in tears when he headed for the
airplane. Aunt Rosie was standing by to console her new best
friend (yes, me again).
We traveled back and forth for over two years before Tony
convinced me that I should move to California. I did, and we got
married a year later.
I got a job working in the accounting office for Famous
Amos Cookie Co. and was there until I received a call from
Tony, who was in Boston working on The Brinks Job (details
of which are in an upcoming Chapter). Tony told me they were
looking for an assistant auditor and that I should leave Famous
Amos and come there. As the story unfolds, you should know
that I did just that and that was the real beginning.
The rest of my story unfolds in the following Chapters,
and it is strictly about the fun and funny events that take place
“behind the seams.”
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Chapter 1

The Naked Gun: From the Files of Police Squad!
Los Angeles, California—1988
Principal Cast:
Leslie Nielsen, Priscilla Presley, George Kennedy,
Ricardo Montalban, and O. J. Simpson
Directed by: David Zucker
Produced by: Robert Weiss
Budget: $12 Million
Box Office: $78,756,177
About the Movie:

T

he Zucker, Abrahams, and Zucker writing-directing team,
who had made a huge splash with Airplane!, based The
Naked Gun on their hilarious but short-lived TV show Police
Squad. Leslie Nielsen reprised his role as bumbling police
lieutenant Frank Drebin, who becomes embroiled in a case
involving suave heroin smuggler Vincent Ludwig (Ricardo
Montalban). Drebin falls for Ludwig’s assistant, Jane (Priscilla
Presley), who is just as dim and clumsy as he is. Meanwhile,
Drebin’s boss (George Kennedy) learns that there will be an
assassination attempt on Queen Elizabeth (played by look-alike
Jeannette Charles) during her visit to Los Angeles.
Filming was done at various locations in and around Los
Angeles, California. For instance, the baseball scenes were
shot in Anaheim at Angels Stadium but the story is that it is at
Dodger Stadium. The Queen’s reception was done at the Ambas1
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sador Hotel. Yes, this was the same hotel at which Robert F.
Kennedy was assassinated.

THE BEGINNING:
Where do I begin with the funniest man I ever worked with,
Leslie Nielsen?
He was born in Canada on February 11, 1926. He was a
disc jockey before he received a scholarship to the Neighborhood Playhouse. After making his television debut in 1948, he
had made more than fifty appearances two years later. Then it
was off to the big screen, and he made his film debut in 1956.
He was not always a funny man. He did many serious roles in
westerns, dramas, and romances during the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s.
In 1980 he worked on the film Airplane! in a supporting
role. Remember his famous line, which is still repeated by us
all today, when he was asked “Surely you can’t be serious?” He
responded with a very straight answer: “I am serious. And don’t
call me Shirley.”
This film was a huge success and it marked his change into
the comedic actor we all grew to love. The film directors Jim
Abrahams and David and Jerry Zucker decided to bring a new
style of comedy to television and Leslie was cast as the lead role
in their new series called Police Squad. This is where his character, Frank Drebin, was created. He was the stereotyped police
officer, often seen in dramas as well as comedies.
The movie The Naked Gun: From the Files of Police Squad!
was based on the television series with a lot of slapstick and a
whole lot of gags, both visual and verbal. This is where I come
into the picture, as I had the utmost pleasure of having the honor
to work with such a comic genius.
I guess the first day we met would be an appropriate place
to start . . .
If you’ve ever been to a movie set, on location, you know
that the lunches are catered so the filming won’t be delayed
because of cast and crew returning late (for whatever reason).
The caterer sets up long folding tables to add to the rapid pace
2
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of feeding everyone and the chore of cleaning up afterwards. On
this shoot, there were about five to ten tables lined up for the
cast, crew, and background artists.
At lunch break, I’m seated at about the middle of this
looooooong table, and Leslie Nielsen comes and sits beside
me. We introduce ourselves and begin enjoying the wonderful
catered lunch. As we are finishing, I remarked to Leslie that his
Jell-O looked pretty refreshing and thought I would go get one
for myself.
He said, “By all means, you should.”
When I returned to the table is when it all began . . . I was
not aware of him being a prankster, nor did I know about his
famous “whoopee cushion.” As I started to sit down, the loud
pooooooooot made its way under me. All eyes were directly
upon me. I’m sure my face was as red as my hair.
When I sat down Leslie looked at me and said, “Dee Dee . . .
we just met . . .” Then I’m sure, if at all possible, my entire body
was flushed and beet-red.
After we had finally finished our lunch and were headed back
to get the actors ready for the next scene, some of the crew members (while still laughing) came up beside me and said, “He’s got
your number.” I wasn’t really sure of what that meant exactly, but
I would find out as the following days and weeks unfolded.
After a few days or a couple of weeks of filming had passed,
we had just wrapped filming the scene with the baseball players
in which Leslie (dressed as an umpire) and I were headed back
to the dressing rooms and his motorhome. We (the ballplayers,
Leslie, and me—yes, me and all the guys) were in the large elevator going down to the ground level. Leslie and I were standing in
front by the doors when all of a sudden there it went again . . .
pooooot—squeak-faaaart.
He looked down at me and said, “Dee Dee, pleeeeeeeze—
the boys are here and it’s a very small, enclosed place.”
Then all of the ballplayers chimed in: “Dee Dee, pleeeeeeeeze
. . .” Once again he had got me, and again I turned beet-red.
One day, caught in a small room off of the sound stage,
where the “red light” was flashing, were Leslie, myself, and two
3
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nuns (yes, real nuns, not actors). We were waiting quietly for the
buzzer to go off and the red light to cease flashing so we could
enter. You can guess what came next: pooooot, squeak.
He once again said, “Dee Dee—we have guests here.” The
nuns grinned and turned red like me, and I shuttered as I again
felt the blood rush to my head. Caught, yet again . . .
These funny and fun pranks done by Leslie continued
throughout the entire filming and it really sank in as to what the
crew members meant when they said “He’s got your number.” I
was told that he would generally find one cast or crewmember
to have fun with and I was the chosen one.
Other great times were had while filming this movie, such as
the day we were to have the “Fat Lady” fall over the rail of the
upper deck at the baseball park. We (the costume department)
had gotten a full size “fat” padded bodysuit for the stuntwoman
to wear but it needed to be approved by the director, producers,
etc., so I was selected to put it on so they could give the goahead or veto. I had put on the suit but could not bend over to
tie my shoelaces so here came Leslie to the rescue, and while
he was there he and Reggie Jackson (that’s right, Mr. October)
came to assist in helping zip me into the suit. It was quite a sight
and really a treat having the actors dress the costume lady.
I had so many fun and funny times on this film—such as
the following:
You all know of someone who has been nervous about going
to the drugstore to buy condoms. Maybe you had a personal
experience. Well, I had a very personal experience as part of my
job, although it did not seem like that at that time. All business
can turn out to be anything but.
The costume department was in charge of making body condoms for Leslie and Priscilla to “practice safe sex” (their funny
love scene in this funny film). The costume designer, Mary
Vogt, had the design in mind, and it was a brilliant one, but she
would need samples. In order to do this I had to go to Thrifty
Drugs and purchase many, many, many samples of condoms so
she could get ideas on how she wanted to build the full body
condoms.
4
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While at Thrifty’s on Crescent Heights, I had to go to the
back of the store where a display of condoms sat on a large
stand, down low on the floor. I’m down on my knees, reading,
grabbing, and hoping no one was watching this single gal load
up her basket with every kind of condom possible (lubricated,
colored, smooth, lambskin, and yes, assorted sizes).
I rushed back to front of the store glancing from side to side,
trying to keep my basket out of sight.
I just happened to get in line behind a gay couple, and as I put
my basket on conveyor belt one of the guys turned and grinned an
enormous grin and said, “Oooooh, having a party are we?”
Red from head to toe again, I replied, “Oh yes, you’re invited,
and bring your friends.” Of course, when I got them back to the
set, some of the guys had to make water balloons with them.
Anyway, the samples worked out because Mary designed the
full body condoms with the pull off headpieces, which attached
to the lower half of the body with Velcro.
Once again, the costume had to be tested and approved by
the powers that be (the producers/directors) and once again,
I was the “chosen” testee. You must know that this two piece
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condom was made of sheets of latex rubber (like rubber gloves),
and when the Velcro connected the head and the body, it felt like
they were closing your coffin. One of the associate producers,
Kevin Darcy, and I did the test in full suit, falling onto the bed.
When they removed the headpiece, I was once again beet red
(see the photo), not from embarrassment but from the heat. The
suits worked but before the actors had to put them on, air conditioning hoses were run up the backs for comfort.
Gary Sampson (Men’s Costumes) is in background with the
head of full-body condom.}
One more tidbit about the condoms: remember that this film
was shot in 1988 and women were still wearing gigantic shoulder pads. Priscilla Presley was no exception.
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All of her wardrobe had to be fitted with the wonderful
shoulder pads, but I jokingly told her, “Priscilla—no shoulder
pads for the condom.”

Priscilla was such a love to work with and we had fun
regarding the shoulder pads throughout the filming of the
movie. When it was completed, I had to take some things to
Priscilla’s home and I included a custom-made pair of shoulder pads, enclosed in an acrylic box, as a little remembrance
gift. She chuckled and immediately placed them on her grand
piano beside her family snapshots . . . and yes, once again I
blushed.
This film also had the best supporting cast you could ever
hope for.
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George Kennedy:

George is an American actor who has appeared in more than
200 film and television productions. He is perhaps best known
for three of his roles: as the convict Dragline in Cool Hand
Luke, for which he won an Academy Award; as airline mechanic
Joe Patroni in all four of the 1970s Airport disaster movies; and
as Captain Ed Hocken in the Naked Gun series of comedy films.
He was such a pro and a real gentleman to work with.
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Ricardo Montalban:

Ricardo was a Mexican radio, television, theatre, and film
actor. He had a career spanning seven decades (including
motion pictures from 1943 to 2006) and many notable roles. He
became famous as Mr. Roarke, the main star in the television
series Fantasy Island. He won an Emmy Award in 1978 for his
role in the miniseries How the West Was Won and a Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Screen Actors Guild in 1993. His
list of credits is quite lengthy.
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We lost this true legend January 14, 2009, and we miss him
terribly.
The fun and funny events go on and on and it was because
of the great writers Jerry Zucker, Jim Abrahams, David Zucker,
and Pat Proft, and the superb acting and natural built-in comedy
actions of the cast headed by my very favorite, Leslie Nielsen.
I’m sure most of you have seen this film, but it might be worth
a second look after knowing what a great time was had during
the filming.
This portion of my book is dedicated in memory of Leslie
Nielsen, a true genius at comedy.
Leslie Nielsen died November 28, 2010 at age 84. We miss
him and his humor every day.
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